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America’s double standard
INTRO
„Nobody bites the hand
that feeds him“, says the
vernacular quite accurately.
Applied to the current reporting we note that the torture of prisoners, even admitted from the American
side, in Iraq, in Afghanistan
and above all in the own
country is more or less accepted by the mass media.
On the other hand, the mere
suspicion of torture in Syria
provokes a media storm. In
Central Africa Christians
and Muslims have to take
the blame for the occupation by French troops,
while the obvious interest of
the French state for an advantageous uranium source
is not mentioned at all. You
probably can imagine yourself how the media would
react, if the Swiss nation
expressed its rejection of
the government’s forced approach to the EU in a similar way like the Ukrainian
demonstrators their proEU-attitude. More facts
you’ll find in this edition.
V&C reveals strategic
sedition and tactical misinformation of the media to
encourage your responsibility. The readers spread it
among the people until everyone is able to sense
which way the wind is blowing – or to stay with the
vernacular: “whose hand is
feeding the media.”
The Editor (cm.)

tz. The American Secretary of
State, John Kerry, opened the
conference concerning Syria
by sharply criticizing the use of
torture and for this reason excluded President Assad from
participation in a possible transition government in Syria.
Aside from the fact that there is
no irrefutable evidence justifying these torture accusations,
one should expect, in view of
these clear words from the USA
that they follow these principles themselves. However this
is regrettably not the case with
respect to torture! The Pentagon was forced to admit in investigative reports, that prison
camps in Iraq had repeatedly
used torture. According to
these military reports detainees
were sexually abused, and also
dogs were used to bite prisoners. Moreover, children were
raped before the eyes of their
parents, and people were
brought into contact with acid-

dripping objects. The permanent human-rights’ violations
in the US prison Guantanamo
on Cuba are common knowledge. Also in Afghanistan torture was part of the daily program of the US troops. Here
prisoners reported that they
were locked in for months in
total darkness, being forced to
bear extremely loud music
around the clock. Others were
locked into cages in groups, not
allowed to speak with each other and had to stand up for controls every two hours. Many of
these prisoners had been imprisoned for years without being
charged or given a trial. The
US prison Bagram in Afghanistan became notorious in 2002
when two prisoners were hung
from the ceiling and so brutally
beaten that they died. These
tortures are not just offenses
committed by a few sadistic
prison guards. Rather these
practices were approved of and

backed up by the highest levels
of US administration. Tactics
like ongoing deprivation of
sleep as well as so called waterboarding, where a prisoner is
forced under water so long that
he thinks he is drowning, were
legal under the Bush Administration. Both Alberto Gonzales
and Michael Chertoff, ministers at that time, authored reports wherein torture to the
point of death was deemed acceptable.
In light of this shocking background, we must conclude that
the USA themselves do not
comply with the standards that
Secretary of State Kerry imposed on the Assad Administration.
Sources:
www.t-online.de/nachrichten/ausland/
id_48965822/-unmenschlich-undbarbarisch-ex-gefangener-erzaehltaus-bagram.html
www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUECxR
Od0cQ
www.youtube.com/watch?V=Ef3rQLA
TdUE

Ukrainian circumstances in Switzerland – A fiction
sb. In Ukraine's capital Kiev,
thousands of demonstrators
have been demonstrating for
days against Viktor Yanukovych
who was elected by the people
and the Parliament in October
2012. Why? The reason is that
Yanukovych does not want
Ukraine to be integrated in the
EU without reservation. Although President Yanukovych
proposed to give important government positions to members
of the opposition, the demonstrators insist on his resignation,
occupying the Ministry of Justice and causing street battles.

The mass media even incites the
opposition by its comments.
Now imagine this scenario taking place in Switzerland. However, there it is the other way
round. There, the Parliament
and the President of the Confederation keep pushing towards
the EU in contrast to the strong
opposition. What would happen
if crowds of citizens demonstrated for days in the capital Bern or
other cities in Switzerland, occupying the Bundestag building as
well as further administrative
buildings? How would the media world react, if the opposition

tried to push through against the
police and security staff in the
same manner as the Ukrainian
opposition, throwing incendiary
devices? Would we not be appalled, if police and security
staff were only watching passively and were not trying to
control the aggressive, rioting
crowd?! Would the media also
- as they did in Ukraine - attack
and disparage the once democratically elected government here pushing towards the EU?
Source:
Letter to the Editor from S.B.
SRF 1, 8:00 Nachrichten, 27.1.2014
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Mass vaccination with
dubious vaccine
sg. At the end of 2013 the media
reported, that the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the
United Nations Children’s fund
(UNICEF) are just about to vaccinate more than 20 million
children against polio in the
whole Middle East. The pronounced goal of the WHO is to
eradicate worldwide the disease
Poliomyelitis (Infantile Paralysis). Therefore the so far biggest
worldwide vaccination campaign got started. If one looks at
this a little more accurately
though, the question arises:
Which is the true aim of the
WHO and the UNICEF? They
use the OPV*-serum to vaccinate, which is not in use anymore in western countries because it
is known that the vaccine itself
causes Polio. Thus in the year
2010, 136 children got Polio in
Pakistan. 107 of the affected children had been vaccinated several
times with this vaccine of the
WHO and the UNICEF against
Polio. What goal do the WHO
and the UNICEF actually pursue
in reality with this “immunization campaign”? What they
propagate as welfare for a population with many children, is
highly questionable in the light
of this fact that they use this
risky vaccine.
*OPV = oral Polio-Vaccine

Sources:
www.sueddeutsche.de/gesundheit/syrien
-un-wollen-millionen-kinder-gegen-polio-impfen-1.1813905
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/medizin-undgesundheit/was-aerzte-ihnen-nichterzaehlen/daniel-erickson/78-prozentaller-an-polio-erkrankten-kinder-inpakistan-waren-gegen-die-krankheitgeimpft.html

“I do not yet know
if I have made a terrible
mistake and created
something monstrous. "
Edward Jenner, “Father” of the
vaccinations (1749-1823)

Central Africa in the clutches of a nuclear power lobby?
hoj. The German newspaper
“Zeit” (Time) reported on January 1st, 2014 about a bloody
religious conflict that is disrupting Central Africa with the
following headline: "To stop
the brutal conflict between
Christians and Muslims, the
EU has decided on a military
intervention in the Central African Republic." But Peter
Balleis, director of the Jesuit
Refugee Service (JRS), responded that “the situation in Central Africa cannot justifiably be
reduced to local differences in
faith alone”. He further explained that “Religion is being
misused for political ends, while imams and church leaders
are working towards guiding
people towards peace and forgiveness". The 600 units the EU

wants to deploy are meant to
support the 1600 French soldiers already stationed in Central Africa. Critical analysts see
very different intentions behind
these seemingly humanitarian
concerns:Radio Africa TV reported as early as 2011 on the
French interest in the uranium
found in Central Africa. Since
France relies completely on
nuclear power but has expended its natural deposits, it is
now desperate for cheap uranium. Chinese and Canadian
competitors are forcing the
French nuclear energy giant
Areva to search Central Africa
for new sources of uranium.
The current supply from the
Republic of Niger is no longer
sufficient. Around 40,000 tons
of uranium are assumed to lie

dormant in the region of Bakouma alone. Areva has been repeatedly accused of extorting
cut-throat uranium contracts
from unstable and corrupt African governments. Therefore we
should at least be allowed to
consider why the colonial power which once ruled over Central Africa, should mobilize
1600 troops without aiming at
the own benefit from this action. Isn't it possible that religion is once more blamed simply
to shield a surviving bastion of
colonialism?
Sources:
www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/201401/zentralafrikanische-republik-eumilitaer-mission
www.radioafrika.net/2011/03/07/zentr
alafrika-%E2%80%93-uranabbauwird-ausgebaut/
www.afrikaecho.de/2013/01/nigeruran-mine-frankreich-soldaten/

“There is no action nobody is responsible for.”
Otto von Bismarck, German politician

Animal studies verify: RFID-chip implants can cause cancer
ap. The US data protection expert Dr. Katherine Albrecht sat
up and took notice when a
friend told her that his bulldog
died of cancer that emerged
around the implanted RFID1
chip. By her inquiries she encountered eight studies with
indications that up to ten percent of the laboratory animals
with implants developed a malignant tumour around the chip.
“The cancer generated in some
cases metastases and often led
to the death of the animals.”
Keith Johnson, a retired pathologist and author of one study,
is convinced that the RFID
chips are the cause of the malignant histoid that always conglomerates around the implant.
Other cancer researchers show

themselves alarmed as well.
They suspect that it is either
about a defence reaction of the
body against the implant or the
electromagnetic radiation of
the chip that stimulates directly
the degeneration of the cells.2
When RFID-chip implants have
a deadly impact on animals
how healthy and appropriate
will it be to implant a RFIDchip into man? Will the media
inform about that risk or will
they keep silent just like they
did about the cancer-causing
effect of radio rays?

1RFID

= radio frequency identifica-

tion
2www.heise.de/tr/artikel/Der-Chip-

Sources:
Magazine: Technologie Review, Nov.
2009: “Der Chip, der unter die Haut
ging” by Susanne Donner
www.interessantes.at/wissenswertes/u
eberwachung/RFID-Implantate.htm

Closing Point ●
“We are waiting our
whole life for
the extraordinary
person instead of
turning the ordinary
people around us into
such a one.”
Hans Urs von Balthasar
(1905-1988), Swiss theologian,
scientist and publisher

der-unter-die-Haut-ging-836048.html

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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